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. 
Abstract 

 

 
         In this last two decade have happened elementary change which influence business world, arrange 
education world management and arrange management commerce of world. A number of the change is 
friction of industrial economy knowledge –based economy, from input-driven growth to innovation– driven 
growth, from scarcity of resources to abudance of knowledge (Thurow,1999), from diminishing returns ke 
increasing returns, from stability ke discontinous change, and from perfecting the known to imperfectly 
seizing the unknown (Prahalad, 1998).  
        The mentioned sign a interesting phenomenon to be studied is the furthermore than various study of 
dicipline science, to good business circle, government and also intellectual, that is globalization era.  one 
of the higher education globalization manifestasi is to expanding infinite higher education market it 
(borderless higher market education ). Natural limited fund by expand nations , make-up of request of 
higher education will be certifiable, and also progress of technology information  three is factor pushing 
growth " borderless" in higher education market. 
         This article aim  globalization to phenomenon explanation and strategy compete to pass approach 
the development of e-learning method in education base on entrepreneur in perspective global. 
        Globalization  era as growth of information and technology make college do not miss from 
compulsion to adapt in the case of instruction process and service to student. E-Learning in this time 
have come to agenda is obliged to for every college of released  Law of number 20 year 2003 about 
System Education of National, that is hitting study of long distance. Its target of program him of e-learning 
base on and technopreneur of creativepreneur is to prepare quality of college grad owning 
competitiveness, innovation, and good interest and can be used as by societal life stock by entrepreneur. 
        Today, the development of information technology and communication has become a part of life in 
the society. It can be seen by the extraordinary development, especially on computer, either on its design 
or on its software. Now, computer software has become a definite power. It even becomes a machine that 
controls on making decision in the business world, which can function as a base of all service forms and of 
all researches on modern knowledge. Computer software is applied in every system such as in 
transportation, medical, telecommunication, military, industrial process, entertainment, offices’ appliances, 
and also in education. 
       Growth of E-Learning in the world of education, especially relate to and creativepreneur of 
technopreneur, expected can improve efficiency and effectiveness at the same time overcome three big 
problem of education specially in Indonesia, that is (1) generalization and access education, ( 2) quality, 
grad competitiveness and relevance, and (3) arranging or management of governance, public image and 
acuntable to education. 
 

Keyword   
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Introduction 
In this last two decade have happened elementary change which influence business world, 

arrange education world management and arrange management commerce of world. A number of the 
change is friction of industrial economy knowledge –based economy, from input-driven growth to 

innovation– driven growth, from scarcity of resources to abudance of knowledge (Thurow,1999), from 

diminishing returns ke increasing returns, from stability ke discontinous change, and from perfecting the 

known to imperfectly seizing the unknown (Prahalad, 1998).  
To academician circle, considered to be world era of new fhenomenon  which is very draw to be 

studied, because earning careful carefully taking place process  it of transformation global ( Dkk,1999 
D.Held) what look clear in the field of politics, domain of teritorial political, cultural, and economic. Market 
product integration and service, invesment, organization and network base on science (knowledge 
network and competency of organization) clear progressively, internal and also intercompany goodness of 
company, until interracial scope. Product and service designed, to be made and marketed by totality 
angle of world pass abysmal and dynamic production link of boundary of state (Cross-Border chain value 
dynamic) and also pass by quickly company. 

One of the manifestation  higher globalization education to expanding infinite higher education 
market  it (borderless higher education market). natural Fund limited by nations expand, demand increase 
of higher education will be  excellent, and also progress of information technology is three factor pushing 
growth " borderless" market in higher education.    

Akcelaration globalization Era increasing along with is fast of progress of information technology, 
communications and transportation. Economic paradigm even also shift from industrial economy era to 
economic era and information of manufactur  to era of mentofacture ( Marquardt,1994). Logical Implication 
come up with human life joints in nation. 

Today, the development of information technology and communication has become a part of life 
in the society. It can be seen by the extraordinary development, especially on computer, either on its 
design or on its software. Now, computer software has become a definite power. It even becomes a 
machine that controls on making decision in the business world, which can function as a base of all 
service forms and of all researches on modern knowledge. Computer software is applied in every system 
such as in transportation, medical, telecommunication, military, industrial process, entertainment, offices’ 
appliances, and also in education.  

From persfektive of request of requirement of user of education service, one of  its of him is 
higher education transformation and college management capable to yield its grad which have interest of 
entreprenuer. The demand related to thrown criticism to quality of college grad one side, and more and 
more its it acquirement of opportunity to work to college grad. The Transformation enabled by if college 
can develop supporter organization, one of them is passing applying of e-learning base on entrepreneur 
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utilize to improve competitiveness, college grad interest and innovation, for the creation of grad having 
interest of entrepreneur. 

Information technology in the world of education basically very needed to utilize to depress to 
accelerate the expense of education which is excelsior, good to purchasing of book, media instruction of 
inovativ so that is not saturated to assumed by things is monotonous, purchasing of equipments of 
supporter, and others. Government of Indonesia have pushed education industry [pass/through] 
regulation, urge, and peripheral of other law to use information technology concept as one of the step of 
concrete utilize to draw up nation mankinds face globalization era. 

This article aim  globalization to phenomenon explanation and strategy compete to pass 
approach the development of e-learning method in education base on entrepreneur in perspective global. 
 
EVALUATION THEORY. 

The purpose of this paper is E- Learning as a new model of learning in education gives great 
performance and function in education, especially in a conventional education, which has many 
weaknesses such as in place and time constraint. As times go by, the use of Internet for education in 
Indonesia, which is pioneered by Institut Teknologi Bandung (ITB), is growing, especially in higher 
education. The use of Internet is not only to be used for long distance education, but also to be developed 
in conventional education system. Now, there are many educational institutions, especially in higher 
education, that have started and developed learning model, based on Internet to support conventional 
education system. Internet as a new media has not been well socialized, and the people who are in 
charge in the education institution are not used to it either. (Tafiardi, 2005:86).   

We have to develop our education method towards e-Learning process in order to enhance our 
education standard quality. In e- Learning we have to use Internet technology to deliver the knowledge to 
reach wider scope based on three criteria, which are:   

(1) E-Learning is a network that has the ability to renew, save, distribute, and deliver subject of the 
lesson or deliver information, 

(2) Using computer with standard Internet technology to deliver information to the last user, 

(3) Focusing on the most extensive belief about learning process in spite of traditional learning 
process (Rosenberg 2001; 28), so that the urgency of information technology can be optimized 
for education (Triono, 2007: 2). 
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Description of E-Learning 

         E-learning or electronic learning definition often changes according to the technology advances. 
Generally, e- Learning is a process of learning that uses some electronic series (LAN, WAN or Internet) to 
convey the subjects of the lesson. Computer, Internet, intranet, satellite, audiotape or videotape, 
interactive television, and CD ROM are parts of electronic media that are used in this category (Afifuddin, 
2007:4).    
        Rosenberg (2001) said that the use of e- Learning aims to the applying of Internet technology to send 
a number of solutions that can enhance knowledge and skill. Similar to what Rosenberg said, Campbell 
(2002) and Kamarga (2002) also stressed on the use of Intenet in education as the idealism of e- 

Learning.    
         Jaya Kumar C. Koran (2002) defined e- Learning as any kind of learning processes that uses a 
number of electronics (LAN, WAN, or Internet) to convey some subjects, interactions, or guidance.  Even 
Onno W. Purbo (2002) explained that the term of  “e”, abbreviation of electronic in e- Learning, is used as 
the term for every technology that is used to support some learning efforts via Internet electronic 
technology.  

Factors That Should Be Considered Before Using E-Learning 

        Educational and Internet experts suggest on some things that should be paid attention before 
someone chooses Internet as his learning process method. They are:  

1. Need Analysis 

If this analysis has been applied and the answer proves that the student needs e learning, the next 
step is to make a compatibility study (Soekartawi, 1995). The score component for this compatibility 
study is whether this technique is feasible or not (technically feasible). For example, can Internet 
network be applied? Are the supporting infrastructures like telephone and computer available? Is 
there any technician to operate it? Is it economically profitable? (Does the e-Learning process give 
profit? Or, is the return of investment (ROI) more than one?) Can this e-Learning process be 
accepted by the society?  

2. Instructional Plan 

In deciding instructional plan, we need to consider some aspects (Sokartawi, et al, 1999; Yusup 
Hashim and Razmah, 2001): 

a. Course content and learning unit analysis consists of material of the subject, scope, relevant 
topic, and unit of semester credit. 
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b. Learner analysis consists of the student’s education background, age, gender, status, 
occupation, and etcetera. Learning context analysis consists of what kind of learning 
competition that is wanted to be discussed deeply in this part. 

Instructional analysis consists of what lessons that should be classified according to its 
importance, arranging tasks starting from the easiest part to the hardest one, and etcetera. 

c. State instructional objectives that can be organized based on the result from instructional 
analysis. 

d. Constructing the criteria on test items is based on the instructional objectives that have been 
decided. 

e. Selecting instructional strategy can be stated based on the availability of the facilities. 

3. Developing Stage 

E- Learning can be developed by following the progress on ICT facility that is provided because 
sometimes ICT facility is not completed at the same time. It is also happened with the subject 
material prototype and instructional plan that will be used. They are continuously being developed 
and being evaluated. 

4. Execution 

The complete prototype can be moved to the computer (LAN) using a certain format like HTML 
format. The trial on prototype should be continuously done. In this stage, it is often found so many 
obstacles such as how to use management course tool and whether subject of the lesson is really 
fulfill the standard of independent subject matter (Jatmiko, 1997). 

5. Evaluation 

Before the program is started, it is better to try and to take some samples from a number of people 
who evaluate the program.  

Several problems often found are mentioned below: 

• Accessibility problem to execute e- Learning such as the availability of Internet network, 
electricity, telephone, and other infrastructures. 

• Problem of software availability. 

• Problem on the effect of the existing curriculum. 

• Problem on knowledge and skill. 

• Attitude to ICT. 
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Description of Entrepreneur 

 Entrepreneur represent a process of dinamik where people create properties of inkremental. 
(Ronstad, 1984). The properties created by individuals accounting capital risk, certain service or 
time. 

Blackman, Hurd, and Timo (without year) also conclude that [all] entrepreneur [is] them which dare to 
in risking, besides attitude of inovatif, independence, and sincerity. Mullins and of Forlani ( 2005) also 
emu that entrepreneur [is] them which dare to risk which have been reckoned ripely. Soo and of Pooh 
( 2004) telling result of their finding that entrepreneur will be more dare to in risking when used fund 
come from outside party, non from sack;bag alone. 

Wiklund and of Sheperd ( 2005) telling that risking as one of [the] dimension of orientation of 
entrepreneurial have an effect on to performance of company. Ravasi and of Turati (2005) mentioning 
that risking represent process learn each;every entrepreneur in framework development of run 
business. Can be affirmed by that they who chosen career as braver entrepreneur in the case of 
risking compared to them which is not-entrepreneur. 

 Profile of Entrepreneur  

Roopke, grouping pursuant to its role that is: 

Routine Wirausaha (Wirt), that is conducting everyday activity of him tend to  emphasize at trouble-
shooting and repair of traditional achievement standard.  (Employees and Manager)? Entrepreneur 
Arbitrase, that is Entrepreneur  which always look for opportunity through activity of invention 
(exploiting and knowledge)  (opening). (Exploiting difference of price in market). Innovation 
Entrepreneur , that is dynamic Entrepreneur  which yield and ideas of creation-creation different new.  
(Promotor for the process and of new product). 

 

 Micro and Macro Function of Entrepreneur  

Macro Function of Entrepreneur that is activator, controller, and impeller of growth of economics a[n 
nation. qualitative role of Entrepreneur , that is 1. Small industry can tighten national economy pass 
various is related of effort, function of supllier, production function, dealer function and function of 
marketer 2. Small industry can improve economic efficiency specially in permeating existing resource 
3. Distribution medium earnings of national, appliance generalization of effort and generalization of 
earnings (process creation wealth), because amount spread over either in town and also in 
countryside. 
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 Micro Function of Entrepreneur that is underwriter of uncertainty and risk, combining the source 
of into way of new and differ to create added value and new effort. 

In conducting micro function of him, in general Entrepreneur  have two role, that is : 

  innovator. 

 the new product 

 the new technology 

 the new ideas 

 the new organization. 

 Planner: 

   a. (corporate plan) 

   b. (corporate strategy)  

   c. corporate ideas). 

   d. (corporate organize). 

 

CONCEPT COMPETITIVENESS. 

One of the consideration in chosening college is to pass college performance, as expressed by  
Miller(1980:420) there is 10 ( ten element ) able to be made by yardstick that is: (1) goal and objective (2) 
student learning (3) fakulty performance (4) academic program (5) institutional support service (6) 
administrative leadership (7) financial management (8)  governing board (9) external relations (10) 
institutional self-improvement. Therefore ten the element have to be managed and evaluated 
professionally in order to improving college competitiveness. 

One of effort improve competitiveness college of Indonesia is its ability in conducting 
differensiation pass clear positioning in public eye to develop;build college image, by developing various 
marketing mix strategy effort (7P), which expected can create competitive grad which is soul have 
Entrepreneur. 

 

Explanation 

Important of education him to Indonesia, decanted in in opening of Constitution  (UUD) State Republic Of 
Indonesia Year 1945 expressed that one of target of Unity State Republic Of Indonesia (NKRI) is to 
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educate life of nation. In line with opening of that UUD, that constitution torso among others Section 20, 
Section 21, Section 28 C sentence (1), Section 31 related to education, please write down that 
Governmental move forward technology and science (IPTEK) by respect religion value and association of 
nation , and Section 32 also commend that government labour and carry out one system education of 
national to increase belief in God and fear to God Which Single The most and also august behavior in 
order to educating life of nation which regulate. System education of the national have to can guarantee 
generalization of opportunity of education, make-up of quality and also education management efficiency 
and relevancy to challenge as according to demand change of local life, national, and is global. For that, 
require to be conducted  by renewal of education by plan is, directional, and continual. 

f us correct reading result of international institute report regarding the problem of education, 
development of human being, and Indonesia competitiveness, hence concerned proper us. our Education 
index reside in sequence 7, index development of human being reside in sequence 6 and competitiveness 
index (index competitiveness) we reside in ranking 5 from 10 state of ASEAN. Escape to agree or do not 
of the size weared, that's assessment of international institute distinguish for like United Nations 
Development Program (UNDP). I hope this data can wear to race development of education at period to 
come. 

Phenomenon the increasing of number unemployment of master properly college follow 
reponsible. Phenomenon poverty of master represent criticism to college, because its disability in creating 
education climate supporting ability of student Entrepreneur . Problem of this SDM cause development 
process which walk during the time less supported by adequate labour productivity. That because efficacy 
of development which during 35 proud year with storey;level growth of mean 7%, only coming from 
exploiting of intensive natural resource (forest, and mining products), foreign capital current in the form of 
direct invesment and loan. Thereby, non coming from ability of productivity and managerial of SDM high. 
Economic crash of endless national up to now represent evidence failure of development effect of lowering 
of quality of SDM in face of emulation of global economics.   

Such Globalization reality bring a number of implication to development of HRD in Indonesia. 
One of the globalization demand is economic competitiveness. Economic competitiveness of form will 
when supported by reliable HRD. To create HRD with quality and rely on the needed  to education. Cause 
in this case education considered to be mechanism institute of fundamental in developing knowledge and 
membership. Education represent activity of invesment where development of economics very have 
importance. 
  Because however development of economics require the quality of preeminent HRD of  
goodness in capacities domination of IPTEK and also mental attitude, so that can become subyeck or 
perpetrator of reliable development. In globalization framework, preparation of education need also to 
synergyc with competition demand. Therefore competitiveness dimension in HRD progressively become 
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important factor so that strive to race the quality of HRD  through  education represent demand which must 
be placed forward. 

Other argument which base on trust of public that passing formal education or school all  
individual can reach storey; level efficacy of economics relative quickly cause in education institute provide 
to with refer to instruction process capable to supply all  its participant with peripheral of ability required by 
work farm in  modern era. 

  Besides, a social ekspectation also symptom at one of the assumption that passing forging of 
skill chronically in a well established organization all  its institute grad will have perfection of attitude, 
progressive personality and ability, creative and have high careful to catch economic potency in each; 
every situation and also condition. So that from hands and brain they will peep out new subsistence farms 
capable to guarantee prosperity of human being. 

Conceptually, system management of higher education which orienting entrepreneurship 
represent education system sintesis which orienting investment human and of system cledentialism 
(Pusposutardjo, 1999). As for college grad which orienting entrepreneurship refer to grad x'self quality and 
capacities which distinguishing values of entrepreneur. In this relation, theory of Geoffrey G. Meredith, 
Robert E. Nelson, Phillip A. Neck, 1989, can link as characteristic owning soul and attitude of 
Entrepreneur, that is : One who [is] self confidence (sure, optimism and full of  comitmen. 
Initiative (self confidence and energic). Owning motive  have achievement (orienting result and with vision 
of forwards). Owning leadership  head (dare to come up to differ). 

Romer, 1991 (in Tobing, 1997) please express that, human being capital refer at knowledge stok 
and productive skill of someone. Education is one way of individual to where improve its human being 
capital. Excelsior education of someone, expected by its human being capital stok of excelsior. Because of 
human being capital, like told above owning positive link with growth of economics, hence its implication of 
education which orienting Entrepreneur have positive link with productivity or growth of economics. 

From management facet, development of college of producer of grad having ethos work and is 
cultured of entrepreneurship, relevant with view of Greg (1994), for the merespon of global challenge of 
college management have to have orientation :  
(1) custumer value strategy; (2) continuos improvement; (3) organizational system. 

In college viewpoint, college management properly equip its institution with radar effective-
change-sensing to always to listen voice of customer, and have ability to always merespon all changes in 
requirement of customer. 

Systematically, the reorientation can touch all element of system higher education. Change of 
elements of system the relevant era with competitive college reinventing. 

According to Brodjonegoro (2004), to increase college quality and competitiveness, can relate to 
some college performance indicator which is expressed in: (1) quality and amount and also graduate; (2) 
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relevance  quality and amount and also relevant result of and research of development ;(3) quality and 
amount and also relevance activity of devotion at society. 

According to Susanto (1999) college management reorientation include; cover process 
dimensions teaching and learning, research, and devotion to society. dimension of Entrepreneur in course 
of learning to teach by developing method of e-learning [in] hand in glove college related to and curriculum 
of  human resource being, at the same time make balance to growth of technology which fast becoming at 
the same time  answer globalization challenge but still have content local in order not to happened losing 
of nation spirit and identity. 

Development of interconnected Entrepreneur sliver with management of human resource being is 
career management. If spirit of Entrepreneur  of have been made part of strategy attainment of college 
target, hence career management of staff instructor of college, can be interpreted to place instructor staff 
as institution partner. 

While basis for politics give essence that education institute can give idea of practical life for the 
purpose of nation future, what need to be given [by] solution by past master printed by education institute, 
where grad which is with quality yielded in processing box black processed by certifiable educator energy 
pass college service which with quality, by developing marketing hotchpotch strategy ( mix marketing) 
reliable base on Entrepreneur. 

In devotion dimension to society, including the spirit of Entrepreneur can pass programs devotion 
of society. As medium of appreciation, aplication, communication, and socialization result of research and 
instruction, hence program program devotion of society stand in need of the spirit of Entrepreneur. 

Have become awareness with that higher education represent one of the important pillar which 
expected can bring change a nation. World higher education do not can only become medium to make-up 
of the quality of human resource, but study process in  campus is also expected can become very 
important means to alter society patterned thinking in going to its form of civil society.  

Development of education of national is a effort with aim to to realize Indonesia society which with 
quality, go forward, self-supportingly, and modern. Development of education represent important shares 
of effort totally and seriously to increase nation prestige and standing. Efficacy in developing education will 
give big contribution [at] attainment of national development target as a whole. In context that way, 
development of that education include; cover various very dimension wide of covering social dimension, 
culture, economic, and political. 

In global era this time, various nation in world have developed economy knowledge-based (KBE), 
requiring human being support with quality. In consequence, needed absolute education to utilize to 
sustain economic expansion base on knowledge - economy knowledge the for education (EKE). In this 
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context, education institute must also function as centre of research and development, yielding products 
research into to exeed supporting KBE. Availibility of certifiable human being which master Iptek very is 
determining of ability of nation in entering global interest and free market economics, which claim high 
competitiveness. Thereby, education expected can send Indonesian nation reach for excellence of 
competitiv and excellence of comparability in global emulation. 

Relate to global comitmen, in order to education for going concern development. at global era of 
education shall consider (1) awareness and information; (2) knowledge system;  (3) environmental 
management and protection; ( 4) justice and peace; ( 5) local local situation; (6) transformation; (7) 
diversity of cross cultural understanding and culture; (8) themes, issues pass by quickly sectorally; (9) 
health; (10) education of environment, and  (11) partner ( Kempen.2010 Renstra).  

Therefore, to anticipate globalization demand properly policy of match and link get place as a 
strategy integrating development of economics with education. But unhappily idea of link and match which  
its target to connect requirement of labour with education world not yet been supported by quality of or 
curriculum of core competency institute adequate education to create readily grad wear, owning leadership  
head  have, high dedication,  physical resilience and bounce and also ever become being serving and 
devoting to Allah. more important in this case is development strategy and industrialization macroly which 
ought to base on human resource had, rich namely him of  natural resource. If this strategy do not be 
created hence to happened is process repetition of failure because trapped to have its continuation 
depended to overseas debt, technology, and foreign management. Because natural resource which is 
created in micro framework only progressively strengthen process depended.  

In autonomous era and decentralization, system education of national claimed to conduct various 
change, adjustment, and renewal in order to realizing democratic and otonomous education, which give 
attention at divercity and push society participation, without loss of national knowledge. In this context, 
government together with DPR-RI have compiled Law Number 20 Year 2003 about System Education of 
National as materialization of intention in doing  education reform to  answer various challenge in societal 
life, nation, and have state to global emulation era, by contemplating, understand and study various idea 
which have presentation above. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Study process in education institute is simply started from practice forming willing to read, willing to write, 

willing to say, willing to listen to willing to vision.  The challenge represent important factor in developing 
individual study and with to become a[n organization learning/nation capable to develop; build permanent 
competitiveness through creation of interest of[is core of. 
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Implicitly, atona,l education at dig of knowledge. Virtual of this matter [do] not only obtained from education 
but also pass research and development of ideas, because intrinsically, knowledge which is 
implementation is can't in human life of redundant. Research aspect and development become one of the 
especial agenda if wishful Indonesian nation for parallel life with nations which have much more go 
forward. With limitation of capital of capital human being and, duty development of this research not 
possible  only laboured by government. Ought to, party institute education become tip of lance in effort 
activity of research and of science development. 
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